Real-time phase delay compensation of PGC demodulation in sinusoidal phase-modulation interferometer for nanometer displacement measurement.
As the phase delay between the carrier component of the detected interference signal and the carrier has adverse effect for phase generated carrier (PGC) demodulation, it is essential to compensate the phase delay to improve the accuracy of precision displacement measurement in sinusoidal phase-modulation interferometer (SPMI). In this paper, a real-time phase delay compensation method is proposed by regulating a compensating phase introduced to the carrier to maximize the output of the low pass filter so as to make the carrier synchronize with the interference signal. The influence of phase delay for PGC demodulation is analyzed and the method for real-time phase delay compensation is described in detail. The simulation of the method was performed to verify the validity of the phase delay compensation algorithm. A SPMI using an EOM was constructed and several comparative experiments were carried out to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method. The experimental results show that the phase delay can be compensated accurately in real time, and nanometer accuracy is achieved for precision displacement measurement.